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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Physician migration from low-income to high-income nations is a global concern. Despite the centrality of understanding the perspectives of international medical graduates (IMGs) who have experienced migration to understanding the causes and consequences of this phenomenon, empirical literature is limited. The authors sought to characterise the experiences of IMGs from limited resource nations currently practicing primary care in the USA, with a focus on their perspectives on physician migration.

Design: The authors conducted a qualitative study utilising in-depth, in-person interviews and a standardised interview guide. The sample comprised a diverse, purposeful sample of IMGs (n = 25) from limited resource nations (defined as having ≤2 physicians per 1000 population).

Results: Analyses revealed four recurrent and unifying themes reflecting the perspectives of IMGs in the USA on physician migration: (1) decisions to migrate were pragmatic decisions made in the context of individual circumstance; (2) the act of migration ultimately affected participants’ ability to return home in multiple, unpredictable ways; (3) the ongoing process of acclimation was coupled with inherent conflicts surrounding the decision to remain in the USA; and (4) the effects of policies in both the home country and in the USA occurred at multiple levels.

Conclusion: The perspectives of IMGs who have migrated to the USA are an important addition to the ongoing discussion surrounding the global health workforce. Our findings highlight the effects of workforce policies which are often developed and discussed in abstraction, but have real, measurable impacts on the lives of individuals. Future efforts to address physician migration will need to acknowledge the immediate needs of the health workforce as well as the long-term needs of individuals within health systems.

BACKGROUND

Physician migration from low-income to high-income nations is a global concern. In the USA, UK, Canada and Australia, migrant physicians account for 20%–30% of the physician workforce. In the USA, international medical graduates (IMGs), defined as physicians who attended medical school outside the USA or Canada, play an important role in primary care, care for vulnerable populations and care in physician shortage areas. Significant literature has been dedicated to elucidating

ARTICLE SUMMARY

Article focus

- International medical graduates (IMGs) play a significant role in the health workforce in many nations.
- Prior literature has largely limited the consideration of physician migration to isolated factors such as financial pressures in the home country or expanded training opportunities in the USA.
- The experiences and perspectives of IMGs have not been included in current discussions surrounding physician migration.

Key messages

- Physician migration is influenced by multifaceted aspects of experience including individual, environmental and political factors.
-IMGs report that both local and global health workforce policies have an impact on their personal and professional lives.
- A comprehensive understanding of physician migration is essential to the development of effective and appropriate solutions for global health workforce challenges.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Participants were diverse with regard to age, specialty, geographical regions of origin and years of clinical experience in the USA.
- The study utilised recommended strategies to ensure rigour.
- The high participation rate suggests this is an issue IMGs are motivated to discuss despite the potentially personal and sensitive nature of the topic.
- As a qualitative study, the hypotheses generated should be tested with larger, quantitative studies.
- The study was geographically circumscribed to metropolitan regions. Other regions, particularly rural areas, may present a substantially different environment and experience.

the potential costs of physician migration. However, the motivations behind physician migration have been less thoroughly explored.

Extant literature has largely approached the reason for migration as a single decision point. Among health workers in the African diaspora, Clemens et al report an inverse relationship between economic and political stability and physician migration. Evidence from India indicates that perceived greater professional opportunities drive many potential migrant physicians. Similarly, a survey in Pakistan indicated that low remuneration and poor training and work environment influenced potential migrant physicians. Finally, factors such as changing medical school curricula and the greater likelihood of graduates from higher quality institutions to migrate have also been examined quantitatively.

Recent calls to approach physician migration as a symptom of problems in the home country emphasise the need for greater understanding of the complex decisions leading to migration. However, prior studies have not utilised qualitative methods to capture these complex experiences that contribute to migration. The policy debate surrounding physician migration in the USA is multi-faceted, with recommendations to limit physician migration weighed against the decisions of individual physicians and ongoing gaps in the US physician workforce. The perspectives of IMGs who have migrated and subsequently chosen to remain in the USA are vital to developing a comprehensive understanding of the causes and consequences of physician migration. They may also improve understanding of the effects of workplace and workforce policies and contribute to creative approaches for addressing domestic and global workforce challenges. In this analysis, we sought to characterise the experiences of IMGs from limited resource nations currently practicing in the USA with a focus on their perspectives on the phenomenon of physician migration.

METHODS

We chose a qualitative design to characterise participant perspectives and generate hypotheses for future testing in larger, quantitative studies. This approach is optimal for capturing the essential aspects of a phenomenon from the perspective of study participants, when addressing potentially sensitive subjects, and when there may be fear of reprisals or repercussions.

Study design and sampling

We conducted one-on-one interviews with non-US born IMG physicians who completed residency training in the USA and were in outpatient primary care practice (family medicine, internal medicine and paediatrics). Physicians were included if their home country met our definition of a limited resource nation: countries identified by the WHO as having <2 physicians per 1000 individuals in the population (the USA has 2.56 physicians per 1000 individuals). To construct the sample, we utilised the strategy of random purposeful sampling in which no new concepts emerge from subsequent interviews.

Data collection

Box 1 Interview guide and illustrative probes

1. Tell me about your experiences working in the USA as an IMG [international medical graduate] physician. Potential probes:
   - What is good (and/or challenging) about being an IMG physician?
   - How has being an IMG physician influenced your professional life?
   - Have you ever felt that your career choices were expanded (or limited) because you are an IMG physician?

2. Could you talk a little about sources of support during training and throughout your career? Potential probes:
   - Were there many other IMG physicians where you trained or where you work now and how does that affect your experience?
   - Can you talk about your experience with formal and informal support networks?
   - Were there any particular pieces of curriculum in your training that were helpful/unhelpful?

3. How are your professional relationships (with patients, other physicians, support staff) affected by your status as an IMG physician? Potential probes:
   - Have your workplace relationships differed in the various places where you have worked; if so, how?

4. Please share your thoughts on the phenomenon of physician migration either on a personal or a population level. Potential probes:
   - Individual versus collective identity as an IMG physician.
encourage clarification and elaboration on specific sources of support. Probes are not standardised, and their use is highly contextual for each interview. Interviews were audio-taped, professionally transcribed and reviewed to ensure accuracy. Interviews lasted an average of 45 min and participants completed a brief demographic survey at the conclusion of the interview.

**Analysis**

Analysis was performed by five-person multidisciplinary teams including a paediatrician, family physician, internists (including an IMG), an organisational psychologist, and health services researchers each with training and expertise in qualitative methods. We developed a code structure in stages and in accordance with the principles of grounded theory, using systematic, inductive procedures to generate insights grounded in the views expressed by study participants.

First, the full research team independently coded three transcripts, meeting to negotiate consensus over differences in independent coding. We developed codes, or tags to classify data inductively, drafting an integrated code structure. We used the constant comparison method to ensure that emergent themes were consistently classified, expand on existing codes, identify novel differences through consensus; the full team participated in analysis meetings and finalised a comprehensive code structure capturing all data concepts related to physician migration and health services researchers each with training and expertise in qualitative methods. We developed a code structure in stages and in accordance with the principles of grounded theory, using systematic, inductive procedures to generate insights grounded in the views expressed by study participants.

At several stages throughout the iterative process of data collection and analysis, we conducted participant confirmation in which summary results were distributed to participants to confirm that the developing themes accurately reflected participants’ experience. We used qualitative analysis software (ATLAS.ti 5.0; Scientific Software Development, Berlin, Germany) to facilitate data organisation and retrieval.

**RESULTS**

**Demographics**

Our final sample consisted of 25 IMG physicians (table 1). We achieved broad representation with regard to age, specialty, geographical region of origin and years of clinical experience in the USA. The mean number of physicians per 1000 of the population in participants’ home countries was 0.74 (range 0.03–1.88; USA 2.56). All respondents were at various stages in the process of seeking permanent residency status or citizenship in the USA.

**Themes**

Our focused analysis revealed four recurrent and unifying themes which reflect the perspectives of IMGs in this study regarding physician migration: (1) decisions to migrate were pragmatic decisions made in the context of individual circumstance; (2) the act of migration ultimately affected participants’ ability to return home in multiple, unpredictable ways; (3) the ongoing process of acclimation was coupled with inherent conflicts surrounding the decision to remain in the USA; and (4) the effects of policies in both home country and in the USA occurred at multiple levels.

**Decisions to migrate were pragmatic decisions made in the context of individual circumstance**

Participants’ decisions to leave their home country resulted from the particularities of their situation, such as economic conditions, political environments and opportunities for professional advancement. This family practitioner from East Asia emphasised the realities of life at home:

> When you are raised in a third world country, your outlook is on survival. It is not on the nebulous concept of, will I deprive my countrymen if I leave. That is a big difference in thinking… Over here, on a resident’s salary you won’t have luxuries, but you won’t go hungry… It is a matter of survival… If I could have the same standard of living I have here as I do in [home country] would I prefer to practice in [home country]? Yes.

For this internist from the Middle East, the decision to leave their home country had been the result of an untenable political situation, highlighting the trade-offs inherent in migration:

> I came [here] because… there was no hope that they were going to turn the country back into a democratic, civilised country. And so America has nothing to do with it. It’s not like a magnet that they welcome us and we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Result*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median age (range), years</td>
<td>46 (30–65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family practice</td>
<td>7 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatrics</td>
<td>8 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal medicine</td>
<td>10 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of origin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>6 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>8 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>5 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>4 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years since completed residency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–5 years</td>
<td>5 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–10 years</td>
<td>6 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–15 years</td>
<td>7 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–20 years</td>
<td>3 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–25 years</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;25 years</td>
<td>3 (12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Results are mean (range) for age and number (%) for all other variables.
stayed. It’s the condition that we run away from... you’re choosing between... worse and worst. Whether you want to go through the culture shock and language shock and all the barriers as... goddamn foreigner, or you want to stay in your country, which you belong to, you were raised in, but have no quality of life... So that is why people run away and come to America.

Similarly, this paediatrician from the Middle East described the decision to migrate as defending a quality of life that had been eroded as a result of civil conflict, emphasising a difference between temporary migration for educational purposes, and the more permanent status of immigration:

We weren’t a starving country. It was one of the oil producers, so we had the good things. Usually as physicians, you live very good, so we didn’t have much of physician immigration. Most of the physicians who will go to study... they came back... I personally never thought of leaving the country unless for studying, not for immigration. I [would] never thought of immigration if not for the political situation.

This individual also expressed that governments of both low and high income nations have a role to play in enabling physicians to remain in their home countries:

We can lead the doctors back towards their countries... [but] then we have to provide for them there. They want to stay, let’s help them stay. Most important is to help them develop some midwives, like nurses and technicians... having programs to talk about... improving health systems... even when you bring people [to the US] for training and you make it difficult for them to stay, I think it is okay in a way... but it is not enough... if people want to stay here, they will find a way to stay... you have to look in other ways to keep physicians in their countries by having them be part of a global program to improve that.

Finally, this paediatrician from sub-Saharan Africa described his own migration to pursue professional opportunities not easily available at home:

Personally, the reason why I came is to seek knowledge and I could quickly get it here... unlike in [home country]... you might have to pay somebody... like hanky panky. You can do very good here... play by the rules, pass the exams and graduate...

**The act of migration ultimately affected participants’ ability to return home in multiple, unpredictable ways**

Even participants who initially did not plan to remain in the USA described how migration had changed them both personally and professionally. Moreover, in many instances, their home countries had also changed in their absence. Participants were thus hesitant to return to their home country for logistic, professional and cultural reasons. This internist from sub-Saharan Africa, who initially migrated because of a civil war at home, described the first trip home after the conflict had ended and his realisation that a permanent return was unlikely:

People would see me... and I would hear oh, he’s so American... You just... you don’t fit in anymore... you can’t go back, as they say. It’s really true... I [had] wanted the government to fail so I could go back... that happened and yet... it was a big disappointment...

For this internist from South Asia, migration and working as a physician in the USA revealed conditions at home she had not noticed prior to her migration:

Professionally, now since I have been practising... here... when I go back... and see... sometimes maybe the area is not so clean... maybe it is because there is so much demand and there are so many patients and the expenses and everything. They do not have structured medical system... you see all those differences more clearly once you have been here... When I was there, that was all normal and part of it and there was nothing really glaring about it, but now I go back from here and I see it...

This family practitioner from Latin America described professional and practice differences that factored into the decision to remain in the USA rather than return home:

[At home] it is a cash business... you are really just caring or serving the people who can pay you... I’ve even heard docs [at home] say... don’t cure it on the first visit because then... you only get paid once, whereas if you give something that’s not going to take care of it... they will come in for a second visit... I don’t think I would be able to adapt to that again.

**The ongoing process of acclimation was coupled with inherent conflicts surrounding the decision to remain in the USA**

Although participants had left their home country for a variety of reasons, all had either completed or were in the process of seeking permanent residency status or citizenship in the USA. While all acknowledged their commitment and desire to remain in the USA, participants also described ongoing guilt resulting from this decision. For this paediatrician from sub-Saharan Africa, the struggles stemmed from his perception of being trapped by multiple responsibilities and expectations:

My intention when I first came over was to... do my residency and go home... but then... with all of these immigration problems, no money, you can’t go back, you get trapped in the system. There is no going back... even after acquiring this knowledge, I can’t help my people... there are plenty physicians [in the USA] who can do the same thing I do... back home there are not many people who can do the same thing I do...

Another paediatrician from sub-Saharan Africa believed that his skills were not being effectively used in the USA, but acknowledged that this allowed his family to live and work in the USA:

I’m very much conscious of the fact that I’m working in an area where... there are many, many doctors to take...
care of the people. In [home country], I could work in an area where... I would be saving some lives every day. That has been a bit of an adjustment, although I always have to just consider my family as a whole... I do look back and... I was... doing more for somebody's life 20 years ago than I do on a daily basis here.

This internist from South Asia described a desire, echoed by many participants, to give back to the home country as a form of repayment for education and other investments the country had made in him:

I thought... I should go back... because I owe them my medical school education. So I... spoke a couple of times... went to visit a couple of times. Almost every year or every other year I go if I get a chance... Even if it's for a week I go there and I try to do as much as I can... I owe this to my country.

**Effects of policies both in the home country and in the USA occurred at multiple levels**

Although participants ultimately made migration-related decisions based on individual needs and goals, there was a high level of awareness of the downstream effects of local, national and international policies. This paediatrician from sub-Saharan Africa noted that, while many physicians at home sought to come to the USA for increased educational opportunities, licensing restrictions in their home countries meant that many did not return home because of the additional commitment of time and energy this would require:

Strangely, my training... here is not actually good enough to be a paediatrician in [home country]. I'm like a primary care doctor... but to be a paediatrician I would have to go back to the hospital and do some more training... until I passed... a national exam... each year, there might only be about 5 or 6 paediatricians qualifying in the entire country...

This internist from the Middle East recalled an attempt to modernise the medical school in their home country:

So he took the responsibility to come to US and copy the curriculum of the medical school... and build that medical school and the affiliated hospitals... Our books were packed from US. I mean, when we went to buy our Harrison, I could see they were just ripping the boxes just from US, taking out of the cellophane, and sell[ing] it right there. Our stethoscope, everything. Everything came from US.

This individual commented that the modernised hospital essentially served only the elites of the country with training better suited for ultimate practice in Western nations than in many parts of the home country.

Participants also noted that, due to the expense, time commitment and licensing requirements, only certain physicians are able to take part in physician migration. This has potential negative effects on the remaining workforce. This internist from the Middle East remarked:

It comes from bad policies... People are leaving and it becomes a vicious cycle. The more people who are capable leave, the more inept people come into the power which makes the life more miserable for more capable people so the more capable people will leave.

Finally, this paediatrician from sub-Saharan Africa, who maintains extensive ties with his home country, commented that while many physicians at home migrated to higher-income nations, his home country had, in turn, recruited physicians from lower-income nations:

I go back to [home country] every year... We are very much aware of the medical system in [home country]... They lost large numbers of physicians who... went everywhere in the world and [home country] has become a magnet for... physicians from the rest of Africa... So in turn, the vacuum has been filled by the immigration.

**DISCUSSION**

We conducted an in-depth, systematic exploration of the experiences of primary care physicians who migrated from limited resource nations to the USA. Our findings indicate decisions surrounding migration were generally based on individual needs and goals, resulting from a confluence of circumstance in the home country. Subsequent decisions to remain in the USA were frequently unplanned and unintentional, stemming from changes that result from migration and acculturation, as well as circumstances making return to the home country unpalatable or impossible. Finally, despite the emphasis on individual motivations in the migration decision, on reflection participants viewed their decisions in more abstract terms, revealing ongoing struggles with their decisions, opinions on necessary elements for improving the situation in their home countries, and consideration of the effect of their migration on the global health workforce.

These findings have generated hypotheses that might be examined in future work. The current study suggests that these hypotheses include: (1) physician migration is influenced by both personal and environmental circumstances; (2) as initially conceived by IMGs, physician migration is largely intended to be temporary; and (3) decisions to remain in the host country permanently are influenced by the specific costs and benefits afforded by remaining in the host country. These broad hypotheses inform future research questions such as: to what extent is physician migration influenced by individual factors, such as personal and professional goals, compared with the political and economic circumstances of their home countries? What factors are associated with temporary versus permanent physician migration? What are the relative effects of specific factors contributing to the transition from temporary to permanent migration? Such data may assist both home
and host countries in designing policies to minimise the impact of physician migration.

Importantly, our findings reflect prior work indicating the role of economic and political stability, professional opportunities, poor work environment and sub-optimal workforce dynamics. This study expands the framework to include intended and unintended effects of workforce policies and the broader contexts within which migration decisions are made. While economic and political stability may ultimately result in the retention of many potential migrants, such stability is the result of slow change over time and must include steps towards building human capital. A uniform standard for principles of education and training may be part of this solution, acknowledging the global nature of the health workforce and enabling personal advancement while augmenting human capital at home. Partnerships between limited resource nations and destination country institutions, through research networks or clinical collaborations, offer further opportunities for capacity building in limited resource nations. Finally, medical education is typically provided at low or no cost in limited resource nations, representing a loss of investment when physicians migrate. Proposals to recoup this investment, such as educational bonding schemes and better regulation and mandated compensation from destination countries to limited resource nations, require systematic examination.

Our findings should be interpreted in light of the potential limitations of the study. First, as a qualitative study, this work is exploratory in nature. Conclusions are not meant to be generalised. We sought to characterise a range of experiences among a diverse group of IMGs to generate hypotheses that may be tested in future, quantitative studies. Second, we focused on IMG physicians in outpatient primary care specialties because of the concentration of IMGs in these fields. Experiences of IMG physicians in other specialties may differ, particularly in more competitive specialties with fewer IMGs. Additionally, our study was geographically circumscribed to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, largely metropolitan regions of the country. IMGs in other geographical regions, particularly rural areas, may have different perspectives. Finally, this study did not examine the perceptions and decision-making processes of physicians who returned to limited resource countries following training in the USA. Such data may shed additional light on the relevant issues, although their global distribution makes these data difficult to capture.

There are also a number of strengths to our study. First, participants were diverse with regard to age, specialty, geographical origin and years of clinical experience in the USA. Despite this diversity, the commonalities in participants’ experiences and perceptions of physician migration were reflected in the recurring and unifying themes reported. Second, we utilised a number of recommended strategies to ensure rigour: consistent use of an interview guide; audio-taping and independent transcription; standardised coding and analysis; use of researchers with diverse racial/ethnic and professional backgrounds; an audit trail to document analytical decisions; and participant confirmation in which participants reviewed a summary of the data and endorsed the content of the themes. Third, our high participation rate suggests that this is an issue IMGs are motivated to discuss in a research context, despite the potentially personal and sensitive nature of the topic.

Global health workforce shortages must be addressed in the context of a comprehensive understanding of motivations. The accurate reflections and perspectives of IMGs are an important addition to ongoing discussions over potential solutions to the global health workforce crisis. Our findings highlight the effect of workforce policies, which are often developed and discussed in abstraction, but have real and measurable impacts on individual lives. Ongoing discussions must include the role and responsibilities of high-income nations as well as the actions of limited income nations to arrive at effective strategies for the global health workforce as a whole and the individuals within it.

**CONCLUSION**

In 1994, the International Conference on Population and Development concluded: “the long-term manageability of international migration hinges on making the option to remain in one’s country a viable one for all people.” Migrating physicians make difficult decisions to leave the countries in which they were born, reared and schooled as the result of a confluence of factors leading participants to believe they lack a future in their home countries either professionally or personally. Attempts to address physician migration will need to address not only the immediate needs of the healthcare delivery workforce, but also the long-term needs of individuals and health systems. Although the road to an ultimate solution may be long, our findings indicate that even small steps towards the end goal may have beneficial effects on the workforce by providing individuals with hope for their futures in their own countries. Such small efforts, taken together over time, can build individuals’ faith that health systems can evolve to support the practice of high quality medicine with good outcomes for all.
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